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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Software Defined Radio 
A Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a radio that is 
substantially defined in software and whose physical 
layer behavior can be significantly altered through 
software. In SDR’s a large portion of the functionality is 
implemented through software. This approach 
increases the flexibility of the device thereby changing 
its operating parameters and addition of new features 
without any physical modification to the system. Many 
analog and digital waveforms have been developed so 
far for Software Defined Radios that provide different 
functionalities in different testing environment. The 
main difference lies within the focus of 
implementations, some waveforms are designed which 
achieved higher data rate, while others prioritize range 
and bandwidth. Analog waveforms are an integral part 
of SDRs because of their ability to provide a very good 
performance over a bad channel as well as 
interoperability between different radio platforms. 
Digital waveforms on the other hand provide 
encryption, adaptability, efficient spectrum usage and 
greater user control [4]. Software Defined Radio can be 
simulated in real time environments such as Gnu radio, 
RED-HAWK along with other external hardware like 
USRP, LimeSDR [10]. 

B. Motivation 

Radio is essential for communications over large bodies 
of water, territory controlled by enemy forces and 
terrain where the construction of wire lines is 
impossible or impractical. Generally, in electronic 
warfare, radios are used for espionage, reconnaissance, 
tactical operations, airborne and maritime 
communications, electronic counter measures (ECM) 

and electronic counter-counter measures (ECM). Our 
focus of implementation is providing common analog 
and digital waveform support in a single GUI for 
beginners and researchers in the domains of Software 
Defined Radios. It involves a complete working flow of 
transmitter and receiver modules along with RF 
hardware with user customization ability. The objective 
is to implement Amplitude Modulation(AM), Frequency 
Modulation(FM) and Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing(OFDM) waveforms on GNU radio allowing 
users to control functionalities like modems and codecs, 
RF tuning and channel control with multiple hardware.         

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Analog Modulation 
 
 Analog Modulation are the most primitive modulation 
schemes where the message signal is embedded in 
amplitude (A.M), frequency (F.M) and phase (P.M) of 
the carrier signal. For Amplitude Modulation, the entire 
spectrum shifts around a high carrier frequency which 
are then recovered by multiplying again with the carrier 
frequency and filtering the resultant through a low pass 
filter. Amongst A.M, the popular techniques are Double 
Sideband Suppressed Carrier (DSB-SC), Single Side 
Band(SSB) and vestigial sideband. On the other hand, 
frequency modulation schemes constitute Narrow Band 
FM and wide band FM with channel spacing of around 
20KHz and 200KHz respectively.FM signals can be 
recovered using a frequency discriminator that 
transforms the continuously changing frequency into 
amplitude modulation and then applying an envelope 
detector. Analog modulations can be coherent or 
non-coherent depending upon whether the same 
carrier be used on the receiving end or not. 
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